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Dear Parents/Guardians of 8th Grade Pioneers, 

 

Hello all!  8th Grade Portrait Day is already upon us.  On the morning of Thursday, February 7, 

2019 HR Imaging will be here to take your child's portrait.   

 

HR Imaging will be taking two photographs of every 8th grade student.  One pose will be a head 

and shoulder photo for the 8th Grade composite of all students that will be displayed at Gregory.  

In addition, a studio-style pose (possibly a ¾ length pose) will be taken.  No money or order 

form will be required on Portrait Day.   

 

Here are suggested guidelines regarding student attire.  We would suggest that boys wear 

minimally a collared shirt, with a tie being a favorable option.  Girls should wear a blouse, 

sweater, or dress.  (Girls may not wear strapless dresses or dresses with spaghetti straps).  

Students are strongly discouraged from wearing logo shirts.  Special Note:  It might be a good 

idea to refrain from wearing “green” as the background used will be “green”.  Photos will be 

taken during your child's Physical Education/Health period in the morning.  They will have the 

opportunity to change following their portrait.  As stated earlier, the head and shoulder portrait 

will be part of a large 8th Grade composite photo that will be displayed prominently on the walls 

of Gregory Middle School.  Additionally, the studio-style photo may prove to be a fine keepsake.  

We hope that students will dress in a manner that you and your child will both appreciate in the 

years to come.  

 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call the main office. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Steve Severson 

 

 

Note:  Thursday, March 7, is the retake date for portraits. 


